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## Features

1. Why Texaco Is Important to University Presses  
   by Sanford Thatcher (Pennsylvania State University Press)

18. Texaco Copyright Appeal Decided  
   by Laura N. Gasaway (UNC-CH) Is this important case turning "fair use" on its ear? Librarians and library associations were disappointed in the result that upheld the district court's decision in favor of the publishers.

36. Give Me Barcodes, or Give Me Carpal Tunnel!  
   by John Archer What happens when Innopac Users talk at the Charleston Conference . . .

44. In Praise of Bookshops — Philadelphia Used Bookshops  
   As many of us head to ALA Midwinter, forget all those clichés about Philadelphia. Philly is a city of books and publishing. It is pretty exciting that Jack Walsdorf has taken the time to find some of the best bookshops near the ALA exhibit area!

52. International Book Publishing: An Encyclopedia  
   Early this year, the first major reference volume focusing specifically on book publishing will be issued by Garland Publishing, Inc.

## Interviews

20. Joseph Allen, President and CEO, Copyright Clearance Center  
   The CCC figured prominently in the opinion handed down in Texaco. This is a look at the man who heads up this increasingly important organization.

26. Knut Dorn, Managing Director, Harrassowitz  
   The man we all know as "Mr. Harrassowitz" gave us a detailed interview this summer in Wiesbaden.
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A look at some of our colleagues

51. Vikki Medagia (Bates College)

59. Tom Leonhardt (University of Oklahoma)
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46 Publisher's Profile — Howard University Press.
50 Cases of Note — Legal opinions of interest to ATG readers.
54 On Your Bookshelf — What Are We Reading? Joanne Schmidt has asked some of us.
57 Publisher Bestsellers — Based on sales figures for the 1993/94 academic year, the University of North Carolina Press' Kathleen Kettermann tells us their top selling titles.
58 Book Pricing Update Book prices in the arts and architecture.
59 Letter From Oklahoma — Tom Leonhardt asks: Why don't more librarians write for publication.

BOOKSELLING AND VENDING

62 Issues in Vendor-Library Relations — Judy Webster gives us a capsule course look at time management.
63 Bet You Missed It — Rosann Baziejjan and her staff have culled the literature to keep us abreast of news we might have overlooked.
68 Biz of Acq — As space on shelves and departments becomes more and more precious, we often find ourselves removing those materials no longer of value to our patrons. Jack Montgomery asked Alice Pidgeon to share her views on deselection with us.
70 And They Were There — Reports of Meetings — This time Sever Bordeianu and Julia Gelfand have gotten reports on the Online/CDROM Conference and Exhibition 1994; The Upside of Downsizing: Using BI to Cope; LOEX East and West.
73 International Dateline — In late September 1994 hundreds of librarians from Australia winged their way across the Tasman to New Zealand to meet with their counterparts in Wellington. Gita Gunatilleke was one of them.
75 Papa Lyman Remembers — Lyman Newlin continues his memoirs. This time he talks about wartime paper and changes in publishing after WWII.

TECHNOLOGY

60 Innovations Affecting Us — Free Software, MicroPatents, and the Internet is the subject of this column about new marketing developments in our world by Norman Desmarais and Judy Luther.
79 Library Profile — Bonnie Postlethwaite of Tufts University gives us a look at their DRA system.
81 Group Therapy — Brian McLaughlin is upset when he orders paper and gets cloth instead. Maria Fitzpatrick and Carolyn Wiker try to appease him.
82 Not Fit For Print — Tony Leisner says the information age is about losing control and he asserts that too many librarians are control freaks.
84 Media Minder — Multimedia Reviews — It was clear to Linda Crismond that there is interest in finding quality reviews for multimedia materials.
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42 1994 Charleston Conference Report
43 Call for Papers 1995 Conference
Here is a golden opportunity for you to get involved Nov. 2-4, 1995!
83 On the Road — Funny stories about happenings to people traveling in the library, vending, and publishing world.